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About Sirte University
The university was founded as a branch of the University of Garyounis (now known as the
University of Benghazi) in the year 1989. In 1992, it became an autonomous institution and was then
known as Al-Tahadi University which was later re-named as Sirte University (SU) in 2010.
Since it gained its autonomous status, the university has been continuously expanding and has
become one of well-recognized higher education institutions in Libya. Starting off with a few schools
and academic departments, the university has at present 10 different schools with more than 10000
students.
The university currently employs about 600 full-time teaching staff members and 53 are
contractual foreign staff from Arab and non-Arab countries. The university also employs about 1750
non-academic staff in different departments and offices across the university. The university is also
trying to enhance self-learning and research culture among its students by building a new and a
comprehensive library with more than 100000 resource materials. The university has also established
a Languages Centre in a hope of improving the standards of English Language among its students and
to provide pre-sessional English courses for students who have awarded scholarships to do their
masters and PhD degrees abroad. In addition, another aim of the Languages Centre is to teach
languages other than English, namely, French, Italian, Spanish and German in the near future. Inside
the main campus there also are a Research and Consultation Centre which is offering the Consulting
Study, Support academic by consulting faculties, publish researches in the university Journals.
Moreover, as part of its on-going plan of expansion, the university is currently undertaking major
construction projects. One of these projects is to build University City with up-to-date facilities and
equipment in order to improve the learning environment for the students which would help them to
perform better and achieve higher standards. Sirte University is committed to activities targeting the
transfer of scientific, technical and creative knowledge to society and the improvement of society
and a sustainable environment.
Sirte University as a higher education institution in involved in many international cooperation
programs. It also engaged in several international agreements (MOU) with different educational
universities and other organizations from all over the world. Those agreements and programs include
different areas of activities such as post-graduates studies, student's exchange, training programs
and capacity building. So managing such projects and agreement are considering the responsibility
of the international cooperation office. The international cooperation office (ICO) acts as a window
to the university. It tries to reach internationalization which every university seeks to achieve. In this
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connection, the mission of the (ICO) is to support the university locally and internationally through
the international agreements and scientific projects in order to achieve its globalization.
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The University commitment to the community and the increasing need for expertise in the
emerging economies to develop public policies that meet institutional standards , ICO aims to
participate in the cooperation with a partnership of international organizations in expanding the
assistance of the social , economic and environmental challenges, On this basis recently Sirte
university as some other Libyan universities signed MOU with SMEs and Incubators Unit attached to
the Ministry of Economy and trade, the main purpose of this action is to initiate a branch inside the
university Campus to help graduate students to inspire their ideas and help them to start up their
business.
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Sirte University focuses on the highest quality of education, research and entrepreneurship in
order to prepare graduates for a brighter future. This is being accomplished through the development
of their skills and talent, as well as the cultivation of students' enthusiasm for life-long learning, which
will help them in their path to becoming future leaders and invaluable agents of knowledge
Sirte University has three main centres which support all aspects of the learning, teaching and
research, staff and students. The university has established a Languages Centre in a hope of
improving the standards of English Language among its students and to provide pre-sessional English
courses for students who have awarded scholarships to do their masters and PhD degrees abroad.
There is also a Research and Consultation Centre which is offering the Consulting Study, supporting
academic by consulting faculties, publishing the researches in the university Journal. Each faculty has
its own research and consultation office in order to help students as well as staff to publish their
research in connection with the main centre. Moreover, there is the Information and Technology
centre (IT) which provides an infrastructure for networks, information security, the internet, and
technical services connected to it that are necessary in building the service and information systems
that contribute to the actualization of the vision and mission of the University and to connect the
University electronically with academic associations and establishments and related regional and
international sectors.
The Contact details are:
International Cooperation Office -ICO
The ICO director: Dr. Eltayeb Elgobibi
website: http://su.edu.ly
ICO website: http://su.edu.ly/ico
Email : ico@su.edu.ly
Phone: +218 54 52 60363 | +21854525704
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